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Winter 's Reflection

Karen Herron

Paradelle for

New

Rigid form does not a
Rigid form does not a

poem make.
poem make.

is

never premeasured.

in trutii, is

never premeasured.

Beauty, in truth,

Beauty,

Writers

Premeasured

truth is not a

Never does make beauty

Watch
Watch

poem.

rigid in form.

as the spider

weaves

its

web.

as the spider

weaves

its

web.

Catches hghtning

in a

dreamcatcher.

Catches hghtning

in a

dreamcatcher.

Liberal Arts

The spider catches. Watch in its web
As lightning a dreamcatcher weaves.

-

I

The
The
The
The

sun

is

never a perfect sphere.

sun

is

never a perfect sphere.

Earth

is

pear shaped and spinning.

Earth

is

pear shaped and spinning.

Earth
Is

is

Shawna Morton

So Clear

Lament
Christmas 2003

should have majored in P.E.

instead of learning poetry

and studying humanity.
should have majored in

I

P.E.

or taken Sociology

never perfect, and the sun

to rant about society

spinning the pear-shaped sphere.

give short tests on obscurity
instead of art's great mystery.

Premeasured

in

beauty

is

never hghtning.
should have majored in P.E.
had time to trim the Christmas
go shopping with my family.
But I grade papers until three

The dreamcatcher never weaves
Its sphere as the rigid spider form
Does not make the sun! A web catches
Earth,

and

is in

is in

I

a pear-shaped spinning truth,

a perfect

poem. Watch!

tree

and dream of sleep eternally.
Through all the years of history

Jeff Williams

of language and of prophecy
the Liberal Arts

still

Yet Christmastime
I

I

hold the key.
feel

punchy.

get cranky and ornery.

Now

I

just to

would give

it all,

have majored

you

in P.E.

Margaret Boothe Baddour
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see,

Jessica Harrison

Self-Portrait

3

One

Set of Footprints

Summers

Virginia

The hot Santa Anna winds were blowing through the open windows of our apartment, yet
I felt chilled. I had previously attempted on more than one occasion to escape from a man who
had become like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The later it became, the more fearful I was. Dread
permeated the

home.

I

air

and suffocated

had gotten a

therefore,

my

call

as the minutes

dragged on while

his job earlier in the day, so

I

I

waited for John to get

knew he had

not been working;

only other observation was he was out with one of his so-called buddies drinking

or getting high on drugs.
ity

from

me

I

will never forget that final evening of

my

marriage and the possibil-

of jail or prison.
Lately, John had risen to a

drugs.

I

knew

fearful for

my

that not only

new pinnacle of violence each time he drank

was our marriage

children's safety as well.

in serious trouble,

When

but

I

or did any type of

was beginning

to feel

John entered the apartment, he immediately

began barking his Marine Corps-type orders such as telling the kids to get out of the way and
go to their room. His eyes were glassy and evil. John definitely had a chip-on-his-shoulder
attitude that evening. Of course, he never thought any of us moved fast enough, but this evening
as I turned to go into the kitchen to heat his supper and pray for him to go to sleep, I saw him
reach for our son.

the wall of the living room. My son
crumpled heap, startled and crying. I was terrified and so outraged I
husband. I grabbed my son and carried him to the bedroom to make sure he

He grabbed him and threw him towards

landed on the sofa

in a

wanted to kill my
was all right. Closing the door and speaking softly and as calmly as possible, I told my daughter to take the baby and herself over to our neighbor Barbara's apartment. I told her to ask
Barbara to call the police because 1 needed help. Between the episodes my daughter had witnessed and the yelling and cursing coming from the other side of the door, both of the children
were in tears. My daughter was afraid to leave me there, but I assured her everything would be
fine if she could get to Barbara's. I literally begged her to hurry and do as she had been told. I
helped them out the bedroom window and watched them for just a moment, my heart sinking
as

to

I

knew I faced a very bad situation when I left that room.
Then I entered the living room saying I had put the kids

have any clue as

to

where the children

butcher knife from the drawer.

I

placed

it

really were.

I

to

him
kitchen and removed a

bed because

went into the

I

did not want

quietly beside the sink and put a dish towel over

it

so

draw attention. I then went back into the living room to confront the monster to
whom I was married. I told him I was not going to allow him to put our kids in jeopardy. Also,
Of course, he laughed and lunged at me,
1 would make certain he never touched them again.
shouting he would do as he pleased. He was yelling and pushing me. As he raised his fist at
me, I started to back up and edge for the kitchen, trying to keep some space between us. A part
of me wanted to run in there, grab the knife, and plunge it into his black heart. He was a lesion
in our life. About the time we both reached the kitchen, I heard the sirens screaming through
the darkness and prayed they were coming to help me. He was slapping and grabbing at me but
was so drunk or drugged he had trouble hanging on. This was my opportunity; I gave him a
as not to

4

shove with
I

had

laid

As

I

my

all

of

my

strength,

and he went backwards through the kitchen door. Finally,

hands on him for a change, and

it

grabbed the knife and spun around, the

was
first

exhilarating.

policeman was bounding up the stairway

He had one hand on his gun in the holster and extended the other hand in
him warning me to put the knife down. My heart was racing ninety miles an hour.

into the apartment.

front of

Slowly,

I

turned

my

head

in the direction

of the officer, trying to regain

my

composure.

I

felt as

was prepared at that precise moment either to let them
end my life or to let myself end my husband's. The officer started to pull his weapon slowly
from the holster. Nothing was making sense to me; I wanted out of there with my children.
Years of calling the police had never helped before. Only God knows why, but suddenly another officer stepped in between the first officer and me. Speaking slowly and calmly, he
walked toward me and explained how to let him have the weapon I was wielding. If I refused
and did something stupid, I would either end up dead or possibly spend the rest of my life in
jail.
This stranger promised to take John away and allow me to save myself from my own
actions. Hence, I finally came to my senses and gave him the knife.
At that time, he spun toward my husband, and to my pleasure, delight, and overwhelming
relief shoved him to the floor and handcuffed him. I thanked the officer as they battled to get
my husband under control and into the squad car. I refused any medical treatment for my
bruises and scrapes. I simply wanted to grab my children and flee the scene of what could have
been a great tragedy. Quickly, I grabbed a few clothes and stuffed them into a couple of suitcases. I made my way to Barbara's apartment where I made a phone call to the shelter. Then,
if

I

had entered the twilight zone, and

cradling

my

children,

I

waited for

So began my journey

to

For me,

it

my

I

ride.

freedom. With willpower and determination,

was age

No

major mistakes made, no

at different

ages.

lust for life

and freedom. Although some of us take a while

an exhilarating feeling

we

gain

thirty.

when we do

to learn to

I

learned

life

jail time, just a

Shawna Morton
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new

walk on our own, what

walk. Finally, only one set of footprints.

The Hole That Never Ends

begins

6

Killdeer

Beyond Language

I.

The

glass

melting ice

The

killdeer

mourned and screamed,

half empty,

is

and mixing cola

an ugly shade of

mud brown.

flying frantic arcs and pained diving feints

draw

like flares to

the chicks

The

attention away,

waitress

The
hands cupped

one

bird,

still

The mother,

warm

preoccupied

with a rowdy table of

on the ground by the gravel road.

My

is

bill

ten.

would be appreciated.

fuzz and long legs,

From

as amber, eyes alive with fear.

me

eye,

gleams with mischievous

instead."

The hatchling walked from hand to
crouched low, moved no more than

my

the corner of your eye

a broken wing, hopping.

Saying, "I'm easy game; take

the corner of

look as you look,

dirt,

and

before.

your face matching

me

Six killdeer on the quiet road that night,

I

intent,

my

face,

lurching back as you lurch.

A parent, panicked and desperate, calling.
A

smile on a smile, and

a gasp with a gasp, and

n.

a crouch with a crouch.
I

throw a

to

my

silly

son,

toy bird, boinging and hinging,

who

laughs

at its

the

TV

the Builder or

Quickly

"How

air,

frozen, the remote's batteries dead.

A tape in my hand, me
Bob

The room

bedraggled

blue fuzzy feathers rippling in the

in the

struggling to place

Thomas

VCR;

I

the

is

loud and hot,

food that

is left is

cold,

you and

rise far

above.

I

Jeff Williams

Tank Engine

play call and response,

does a chicken go?" "Buck buck buck!"

The ads begin for Angelina Ballerina, Kipper,
The Wiggles, war images in color fading.
Images

I

preferred

my

son to have never seen.

Outside the killdeer's calling, the saddest bird.

Jejf Williams

Feather
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Jessica Harrison

Oh My Love
-

Elvis's suit
like

for Pat

LeRoy

Bag

shimmers

champagne

of Bones

satin or lunar silk
-

the golden sequins fine bubbles

for Jeff Williams

or a spatter of stars.

He

Like mustard seed,

looks sculpted

like

like thistle

Michelangelo's status of David

one spangled arm thrown back
over his shoulder... No -

pins to hang the clothes on

no flesh - just teeth and hair

Elvis pulls from around his neck

He

and

clasps

just gold that filled the holes

glittering guitar.

just stars that
it

to his celestial suit

desperately rocking, rocking, oh

burned

to iron.

my
Margaret Boothe Baddour

love,
in the

on the wind

my poems have dried up
and I am left - a bag of bones
all

with the slingshot

a curved

like old skin

hungry

lights.

8

Santa Clara
Iiui

Royer

Father Nicholas had arrived about thirty minutes before Mrs. Mangiacavallo and

Ameha

rang

the doorbell. Clara and Father Nicholas had been running out of things to say to each other, and the

She had already offered him coffee and a piece of coffee cake, and
she wasn't sure whether the father would be offended if she offered him a glass of wine. She had sat
there looking at Father Nicholas who had taken Michael's chair and waited to see if he had any
ring

came

as a timely salvation.

other words of consolation for her

when her

friends arrived.

Mrs. Mangiacavallo had brought a huge pan of

ziti.

Who was going to eat all

that,

now

that

it

was just her and the evening nurse? Amelia had brought a large brown paper bag.
Clara and Amelia went into the kitchen and stored the ziti, and Amelia, sweet, sly Amelia,
unpacked her bag. It held a tray of cookies from Paolo's Bakery on 5"' and Hargrove and three
bottles of red wine, wrapped in extra paper so that they wouldn't clink.
"The cookies are for visitors. You don't need to bake that way, and the wine is for you.
Enjoy." Amelia looked at her earnestly. "Really, Clara, how are you holding up? Are you sure that
"
this was the best solution? The hospice is a decent place. After all, it's not as if Clara interrupted her quickly, "Let's go back to Father Nicholas. Mrs. Mangiacavallo

is

likely

to talk his ear off with her stories about Aurelia."

Mrs. Mangiacavallo's niece Aurelia had entered the convent and was preparing to take her
oath, practically guaranteeing entrance to

heaven for every Mangiacavallo even remotely related

to

her.

Amelia and Clara took the

tray of cookies

and two more cups of coffee

to the living

room.

Amelia would have preferred wine, but they both knew that Mrs. Mangiacavallo would frown on
that and tell the whole neighborhood that Amelia was a drunk.

"And I

said to her, Aurelia,

And

the poor children there!

I

said,

you

are just a saint. Imagine, Father, going to Africa to help

she's only nineteen!"

Mrs. Mangiacavallo made "Africa" sound as

if Aurelia

had just signed up for the

mission to Pluto and not to a mission that had existed for decades

"And you

are a saint, too, Clara, a real saint.

husband of yours
and.

like

you do;

it

must

tear

now

You simply have

manned

first

of Johannesburg.

in the outskirts

to be to take care of that

your heart to see him lying

there,

weak

as a kitten

."
.

.

Clara caught the warning glance that Amelia threw

at

they're so fluffy." She took one and daintily bit into

who stopped in
One can always tell,

Mrs. Mangiacavallo,

mid-sentence, blushed, and asked, "Are these amaretti from Paolo's Bakery?
it.

I know that you have decided to take care of Michael
when it gets to be too heavy a burden to carry, the church, I mean,
understand if you - " He sighed, rearranged his syntax, and started anew, "If

Father Nicholas cleared his throat. "Clara,
yourself, but

if

there

comes

the congregation will

you ever decide

that this

is

a time

too hard for you,

I

am

sure that everybody will understand

if

Michael

returns to the hospice."

Clara sat up straighter and looked him in the eye. With a voice that sounded clear and strong

and more determined than Amelia had ever heard, she
and for good,

in health

and

in sickness,

till

said, "Father,

death does us part, and
9

we've been married

we have been married

for

bad

for forty-

two

years.

It is

time for

here until the Lord calls

Ameha and Mrs.

me

to give

back

my

to

husband for

he has given to me, and he will stay

all

him home."

Mangiacavallo

shortly after Father Nicholas

left

had taken his leave. Stand-

ing in the drizzle before Clara's bungalow, pulling on her gloves, Mrs. Mangiacavallo said, "It

is

such a shame. Michael was always such a manly man, you know, such a good-looking man. All the
girls

Michael when he was walking by and not just the ones our age,

were looking

at

Amelia knew

that the looking

going on, but there

was no point

had been mutual and

in correcting

that there

either."

had been more than just looking

Mrs. Mangiacavallo. Michael was a sick, sick

and would die soon, and Clara didn't need the likes of Mrs. Mangiacavallo trying

man

comfort her

to

in

her time of need.

"Did you notice

Such a nice gesture,

that Clara cut her hair short?

isn't

to

it,

make

herself pretty

And I think she colored it to
now that Michael is home."

get rid of the gray.

After she had cleared the table and stacked the dishwasher and repackaged the
small Tupperware containers, Clara finally returned to the living

backed

chair.

phone

window

for a

ziti

into eight

out her straight-

when the others were there,

but her hip, the one that was
was too hard to get up from the couch. She stared
minute and rubbed the scar on her right hand absent-mindedly when the

She hadn't wanted

to

on

sit

broken nearly twenty years ago, hurt a
out of the

room and pulled

it

lot,

and

it

rang.

Christina's impatient voice

came from

the other end, "Hi,

Mom.

Is

he home?"

him home three days ago. I told you that your
room set up."
then, "You know that 1 won't visit as long as he

"Hello, Christina. Yes, the ambulance brought
father

would come home

An

soon as

as

I

could get the

angry inhalation came from the other end,

you? You had to choose him over me, didn't you? After all that's happened and after
you about Mickey? Couldn't you just this once - oh, never mind. It doesn't matter."
Clara imagined her daughter-her beautiful, smart daughter - sucking in the smoke deep into
her lungs. "Honey, we have been over this before. Your father doesn't have long to live, and it's
just fair that he should die here in this house. Let's not talk about it now, please. How's Suzy?"
is

there, don't

what

1

told

And
life,

her beautiful, smart daughter lightened up and started to talk about Suzy, the love of her

the light of her days, the final revolt against Michael.
Finally, Clara decided

hospital

it

was time

to

check on Michael. She limped to the back room where a

bed and morphine drip and heart monitor had been

set up,

medications were stacked on the dresser. Michael barely looked up

on the

light, still

too

numb from

the

morphine

automatic drip and checked her watch.

Still

and bedpans and syringes and

when she walked in and switched
Clara turned off the

to react to the bright light.

another six hours before the night nurse

came on

at ten,

plenty of time. She settled into the creaky rocking chair and started to rock, pushing herself off the
floor with her right foot; the left ankle
in this

had never

really healed

and tended

to swell

something awful

humid, cold weather.

Michael slowly came
she had been thrilled
cigarette

pack rolled

white and

brilliant.

fully

awake.

when he decided

He had been

into the sleeve of his T-shirt to

He had had

a big, strong

that she should

man when

she

first

met him, and

marry him. For years, he had carried

show

off his biceps, and his teeth were

his
still

a bike, and she had been sitting behind him, eyes squeezed shut and

her long hair (he loved her hair, her long black hair) streaming in the wind. The
bed, the father of her beautiful, smart daughter (and Michael

10

Jr.,

Mickey,

let's

man

lying on this

not think about

him

now, not now) was a husk, shriveled
hospital, they

to ninety

had only taken one look

at his

And

.

.

if that,

and when they had opened him

at

the

stomach and sewn him back up. The young doctor had

explained to her that the cancer had spread

chemo, but even then.

pounds

much

too far to operate,

maybe with

radiation and

.

had decided things the next day, the stroke

then, of course, the stroke

that left loud,

gregarious, outgoing Michael with a twisted face and without a voice and also without the use of

one of his strong hands, hands the

size of

hams with

big,

broad fingers. Sometimes she thought

that

maybe he would have been able to take the cancer to brag that the only thing that could get him
down was the Big C. The stroke had added insult to injury. Michael, her Michael, now so helpless,
so dependent on her.

His good eye, that one that he could move, finally fixed on
off your morphine drip.
talking to do, and
that?

I

you

know your

need you

I

will listen.

brain

is

fried, but,

eye until she started to talk back,

She

let that

sink in a

bit.

be awake, Michael, because

to

Remember what
is

I

Michael, this

told
is

One never knew

I

gently, "I turned

have forty-two years worth of

you yesterday about Christina? Remember

important. Your daughter, the apple of your

your daughter has

gay,

and she said

her,

se.\

these days just

with

womenr

how much Michael

understood, but

she was pretty sure that that one had gotten through to him. She decided to get herself a glass of that

wine Amelia had brought over. Amelia, the only one who had spoken up when Clara had tripped
one too many times over the

cat,

over the rug, over her

times run into a door or into a cabinet,

when Clara had one

because she had a migraine, when Clara

was

own
too

—Michael had hated

when Clara had one too many
many times had to wear sunglasses

feet,

her, but

Clara always thought that he

secretly scared of her.

"You know, Amelia was here today. Maybe she will move in after you die. She brought some
wine for me. If I have some wine, maybe my hand will not hurt so bad. You know, the hand you
pushed on the iron because your shirts were wrinkled? It still hurts sometimes. Something about
the tendon shrinking. And then I will tell you about Michael, Jr."
She groaned as she pushed herself up from the chair and hobbled into the kitchen.
When she came back, she held a crystal glass with red wine. "My mother's crystal, the one
glass that you didn't break that night. Remember? But I wanted to tell you about our son. Oh. do
you need your morphine? Michael, didn't you always say that pain was as bad as I made it? I am
sure that that cancer can't hurt that bad. You don't want to be a wimp. Right? Michael, you
wouldn't want to be a sissy-boy?"

Michael moaned and turned his face
ing button of the morphine. She held

put

it

away

it

She got up and grabbed the self-administrathim, and when he started to move his good arm. she

to the wall.

out to

again.

"Oops, must not want

it bad enough yet, I guess we'll wait a bit longer. We'll wait. Let's see,
same time you left me on the bathroom floor after you kicked me in the
stomach that one time and ruptured my spleen. Pain is as bad as you make it, remember, Michael?
Anyway, I know why Mickey never married. Christina told me. Mickey had a girlfriend, not that
he would ever bring her here, but from what Christina said, a nice girl. Not Catholic, though. And
then, one day, they fought, and he hit her. And Christina said that that was the day Mickey decided
never to get married, never to have children, never to do what you did to all of us. And then, of
course, he killed himself. So, Michael, you took both my children from me. Christina moved clear

we'll wait just about the
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across the country to San Diego, and

do you plan

The

to

beg

me

Mickey

is

dead.

How do you make up for that, Michael? How

for forgiveness now, Michael?"

sour, tangy smell of urine

crawled into her

nostrils.

Michael no longer had control of his

bladder and his bowels, but since he could no longer eat solid food, waste was not

He wore

problem.

diapers

much

of a

of the time now. Just a matter of changing them in time. She would

all

came in. "You peed yourself, Michael, do you smell that?
Remember how you used to beat Mickey when he was a boy and had an accident? I never told you,
but from that night on, I would wake up Mickey every night after he had slept a few hours to make
sure that he went to the bathroom and that his bed was dry. Every night, Michael, for six years."
She paused and then added thoughtfully, "Well, almost every night. Except the ones when I was in
wait to change the sheets until the nurse

the hospital, of course."

She

sat

would move

back
in.

in the

rocking chair and rocked absent-mindedly.

They could

sit

in the living

room together, Amelia on

It

the

would be nice if Amelia
couch, she on her straight-

backed chair and drink wine and watch TV. Maybe she could even have a
Michael had always scornfully called

that

"rats,"

little

dog, one of those

and then he had twisted his mouth

to

show

that

he

only liked big dogs, manly dogs, real dogs.

"Oh,

He

1

almost forgot, Michael, Father Nicholas was here, too, Michael. He's praying for you.

says the Lord

better

him

if

is

holding a special place in heaven just for you.

you returned

that

to the hospice, but

we were married

in

good and

I

told

him

that

it

was now

in bad, in sickness

and

He

also said that

it

might be

my turn to take care of you.

in health.

I

I

told

told him, Michael,

till

death do us part."

And

then she leaned back in her chair again and started to rock slowly, sipping her wine and

listening to her

husband whimper.
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Mike

Elliott

Through the Tulips

Sandra Phillips

The Rainstorm
dark clouds

tip

Summer's End

and the sky
spills out

Season of cold and wintry rain

cool slick drops

The summer days
on

little girls

among

the flowers

squishing ladybugs

are

gone

With glowing cheeks and sparkling eyes
Quickly the children run

underfoot

A glowing fire and crackling logs

the puddles scatter

Warm

and they remember

Dreamy-eyed children

their dripping braids

As

on

little

boys

in the grass

kicking balls

cider chases the cold
listen

with wonder

winter's tales are told

Outside the ground

The

cat

is

sleeping

and dog are safely

in

Winter rain feeds the seedlings

Who await the breath of spring

overhead
the clouds rumble

and they remember
their

empty

Rebekah

L.

Christopher Lawson

bellies

Hickey
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Smoking Grandpa
Earlene Wyclw

Grandpa was
Httle girl

a

man

many

of

because of his smoking

characters.
outfit.

Its

One

character he played gave

hat looked like a

me

lampshade on

a terrific fright as a

his head,

and

his suit

was afraid, wanted to know what this
like someone from outer space. Although
was and why he wore it. When asked, he told me that it was to smoke the bees. Now,
because I was a small child, you can imagine what was going through my mind. So I said, "Grandpa,
you can't smoke a bee. He'll sting your lips!" Little did know this smoking had a different

made him look

I

strange suit

I

1

I

meaning.
After laughing
the bees after

I

wave

began

to

began

to fall

me for a while,

he pulled out a smoking pot. "Watch and see what happens to

the pot around a

few times." After moving a safe distance from the bees, he

at

wave

the pot.

As he walked around swinging

everywhere as

if in

a

deep

sleep.

Still

the

smoking

laughing

at

my

pot,

I

noticed that the bees

surprised expression, he ex-

plained that this was "smoking the bees."

He had gently
stung.

As he

put them to sleep so that he could take the honey from the hives without getting

lifted out

each

tray,

1

could see the delicious honey dripping in the sunlight.

one he went through the hives and retrieved the honey. After he finished,

I

One by

could see the bees

making more honey.
I
my grandpa smoke the bees. It had
another great reward, too: Grandma made some delicious pancakes and poured honey over them
for breakfast the next morning. What a happy little girl I was! Smoking the bees made for a
slowly coming back to

will never forget

life

this

and returning

to their daily duty of

wonderful experience of watching

delicious breakfast.

Just

My Sailboat and I

Shawna Morton
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From

a Cat's Point of View
Theresa Wallace

on a

It's

warm

From

spring day.

the birdfeeder

dee announcing what will be dinner tonight. As
brick house shoos
the

man

me away. Day

after day,

I

I

stalk

above comes the sound of a CaroHna Chicka-

stalk and chase my prey, the man from inside the
my prey at the birdfeeder only to be shooed off by

inside.

Then one day while

I

am

asleep under the birdfeeder, the lady of the house opens the glass

As I begin to run away, she calls to me in a soft voice, "Here, Kitty, Kitty, I will not hurt you.
Here is some food for you." She puts the bowl down on the brick sidewalk. I wonder what is in the
bowl. I stand still and stare at the bowl and the feet in the flip-flops. The lady then disappears
behind the glass door. Then I make my move and begin to stalk whatever might be in the bowl. As
I make my way up the sidewalk, I can see the lady and the man who always shoo me away looking
at me. The food is good. As I take each bite, I step back and chew, always being on guard. Before
door.

nightfall the lady brings
kill

are

me a bowl

of water.

Now

it

is

my guess she is being nice to me so

I

will not

Keep the kitty fed, so kitty won't kill the birds. I am sure this is what she and the man
thinking. Anyway, extra food is always nice. I decide to hang low for a couple of days.
The next evening the lady puts more food into the bowl. This time, however, she doesn't
her birds.

leave but

me.

I

what

on the

sits

is

"Here, Kitty, Kitty," she

Obviously, this

calls.

human

has a need to pet

Ah, it feels so good to have my head rubbed! But wait,
two
this? From behind the glass door,
kitties stare at me. One is a gray and white boy, and
is black and white like me. How come they get to live in the house, and I am stuck out here?

think, today,

the girl

step.

Oh, well,

I

that's right,

will give her a thrill.

I

am

the visiting bird snatcher.

I

won't purr for the lady today;

I

will save that

for another day.

Oh, no, here comes the grass cutter on wheels. As
the yard, the grass gets shorter and shorter.

I

watch the man go back and forth across

The man's white shoes

are so big,

and he

so

is

tall.

After

man makes the tall grass disappear, he sits down in the lawn chair. Do I dare make an appearance? The man is tired; let's see how fast he can run after me. Meow, here I am. Hey, Mister, aren't
you going to chase me away? The man is holding out his hand. He wants to pet me. Why are these
humans being nice to me? I am just a skinny kitty with a crooked tail broken at some point in my
the

life.

Here comes dinner. Hey, what are you doing with
shall

we name

any name.

I

While

"It's

her?" says the man. "Miss Kitty," the lady replied.

have a respectable Southern name. Miss
I

my tail?

chew on my prey one

night,

I

see

I

a girl," says the lady.

now have

a

name and

"What
not just

Kitty.

my human mama

walk past the door. She then

comes back and stares at me. I can see the disgust in her face as she tries to see what I am devouring. Her face turns pale as she walks away. Does she really think I am going to devote myself only
to cat

food?

when I see a possum coming my way. am sitting on
I crouch down as quiet as a mouse while the possum eats my
possum coming around every night is bad until one night just

Life can be tough sometimes, especially
the top step

when

food and drinks

the

my

possum

water.

I

arrives.

think the

before Christmas. Resting in the ivy,
I

crouch

down

I

I

hear the rustling of leaves. Something big

in the ivy as the big striped

body passes
16

in front

is

coming,

of me. The raccoon

is

I

think.

so big that

I

just

know he

going to eat

is

all

of

immediately comes back and stares
raccoon eats
fair that

hood. But
I

my

all

of

my

am

1

food.

at the

my

raccoon.

do not have any

Life

front claws because

tell all

to

my

suck

in

feel sorry for

I

I

hope one day

good.

little

I

tell

she

is

shocked

at

on the sidewalk with

falls

used to be a house
that

friends,

this

I

will be

What

time next year,

how

large he

kitties.

The

his front feet. It's not
in the

neighbor-

For

my human mama and dad,
My human mama

I

am

sure

I

is that

I

have a plan for

on the bed, the

will be relaxing

favorite pillow.

that sits

you know.

kitty.

I

on the porch, so
sent one of

my

I

mama

can stay

and dad who feed and water me.

warm

through the cold winter nights.

friends to Kathryn Spicer's house.

I

told

her gut so that she would look really thin and pathetic. Nothing gets to a
kitty. Stella is

So the next time

Stella sent him.

is.

She

an indoor kitty again.

she doesn't realize

have a home, a name, and a human

house

than a skinny, sad looking
other

me. By

my human mama's

is

also have a

can

food with a possum, a raccoon, and every cat

doesn't really want three kitties in the house.

couch, and

I

past the door.

not complaining.

past remains a mystery.

making her

my human mama walk

see

I

food and picks up whatever

should have to share

I

my

my

a stray kitty

friend's

name now. We hang

comes knocking

at

my

human more

your door, chances are Miss Kitty and

Mike
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friend

out together and recruit

Meow!

At Peace

I

I

Elliott

Was Born

The Year

I

Planted for

me

in the

backyard

top leaves green

bottom leaves brown
lots

of long red berries

bark crumbling
trunk splitting

where ants make a home
and mockingbird sings
a nest

home

at

the top

to generations

limbs breaking
the

dogwood

stands

tall.

Jowaiia Grant

Flowers

Jessica Harrison

Sigh
Over

And

the hill

through the brush

Where

And

the dandelions dance

the cottontail rush

Where

the dragonflies fly

And the grasshoppers hop
And the bumblebees buzz
Among the goldilocks
Lying

in the short grass

Beneath an old oak

tree

Listening to the lullabies

Of the

rustling leaves

Suddenly a bluebird sings

And

leaps into the sky

Alone again with nature
Sigh.

Luckv Charms

Jessica Harrison

Derek Hubbard
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Garden Spider
Time moves
as

in

slow motion

watch you spin

I

your beautiful web

two

legs

weaving

in a set direction.

The morning dewdrops
attach to your design.

come out at
your woven house.

The

insects that

now

fill

night

Jowana Grant

Jessica Harrison

Sunflower

When

There

Is

Darkness

The black and yellow garden spider
spins her

web

at the

corner

of the rooftop.

Sneaky mosquitoes begin
their bloodthirsty journey.

Bright stars gather to form
astrological designs

within moonlit sky.

As

the

owl begins

his mystical song,

the

a

mockingbird

melody of his own.

Jowana Grant
The Web

Jessica

Latham
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starts

The Wages

of Sin

Margaret Boothe Baddour

The marquis on

the

Ray of Hope Church

Payday." Inside, in the church fellowship

hall,

said:

was

'The Wages of Sin

is

Death.

Quit Before

the best sweet iced tea east of the Continental

Divide, north of Florida, and south of Washington, D.C.

Fanning

out, our university

team had been surveying restaurants

Shelton Reed had challenged us to scientifically study
results

would go

in his

this

all

summer. Professor John

Southern icon, "sweet iced tea." The

new book, 1001 Things Eveiyone Should Know About

the South:

Iced tea has been called the "ceremonial drink of the South, " and Southerners do drink it
year-round, in all settings. Eighty-seven percent of Southerners say they drink iced tea, and twothirds like

it

sweet: iced tea in the South

is

sometimes served with mint, sometimes with lemon, but

usually with lots of sugar

My

buddy James Lee and I had burned gallons of gasoline and drunk gallons of tea, all on a
very tight budget. To go with it, we'd eaten a lot of barbecue, BLT's, fried chicken, corn on the cob,
biscuits, watermelon, banana pudding, country style steak, cucumbers, and tomatoes. We'd each
gained about 10 pounds. Our bellies hung over our jeans, for the world like fraternity boys' beer
guts. Back at Chapel Hill, who would believe us?
Our assignment was eastern North Carolina. We had narrowed it down to Wilber's BBQ in
Goldsboro and the Oyster Bar in Little Washington when an old timer at a Citgo Station whispered
to us, "If you really want the best sweet tea in the South, you're barking up the wrong tree." He
chuckled, shifting his toothpick. "And you'll have to go to church to get it, too."
James and 1 are not students of social science for nothing. Sociology requires flexibility and
the ability to meet the ever-changing statistics and information. If the old coot sent us to a Free Will
Baptist Church in Everittsville, we would follow the demographics. Dr. Shelton Reed surely would
appreciate the twist in emphasis from feeding the body to feeding the soul. As he says in his
manuscript:

The Baptists

split with

Congregationalists

in the

seventeenth century over infant baptism ( they

and they've been cantankerous ever since.... The Southern Baptist Convention,
which split with the Northern Baptists in 1845 over slaveiy, is the biggest of all. The Free Will
Baptists emerged in the eighteenth century. As the name implies, they reject strict Calvinism. They
practice open communion and foot washing.
And feet they were a-washing as we walked up that Sunday morning in late July. The black
were against

people

it)

sat in folding chairs

under a funeral

tent, all

dressed up except for stockings rolled

down and
He

pant legs rolled up. The preacher held his Bible aloft in one hand and gestured with the other.

chanted about Jesus washing the disciples'

"How

do"

to us as the elders carried buckets

feet.

Several ample ladies on the front row nodded

around

to

wash

the feet.

We

sat down on the back row and rolled up our khaki pants. "I guess we had this bath comJames Lee murmured in my ear. "We've been dirty for too long." His red hair and freckled
face made him look innocent. But we would be returning to Chapel Hill with even more experience
than fat under our belts. Our summer iced tea exploits had led us to taste the female fruits of good
and evil in many an eastern North Carolina town.
After the foot washing, the choir rose up and swayed and banged tambourines, singing, "Are

ing,"

You Washed

in the

Blood of the Lamb?"

We each just put about our last five dollars in the coUec20

Then

tion plate.

the Rev.

Noah Thomas

invited

all

of the visitors - directed

at

us

-

to the

church

picnic being held inside due to the heat.

Rolling up her stockings, Miss Hattie Jeffreys invited us into the Fellowship Hall. "Now you
young men have to taste my chocolate cake, but first you got to try Miss Ina's fried chicken," and so
on.
"I

reckon you have sweet ice tea,"

along with

all

I

interjected as she ushered us into the church hall, "to

go

of this wonderful food?"

Miss Hattie pondered. She adjusted the red flower on her big navy blue hat.
"I can't rightly say that we serve that." I looked at James Lee in amazement. Not serve it?
"What we have," she went on, "we call 'Tanina.' We think it is the best kept secret since
slavery days. In fact, escaped slaves brought the recipe with them into freedom. Only Rev. Noah's

"Sweet

wife knows

ice tea..."

how

to

make

it,

since

it

came down

in

her family."

We filled out plates and sat down at one of the long tables with a bouquet of black-eyed susans
James Lee said. "At least we get another good meal out of it."
A pretty, young girl walked up with paper cups full of ice, a wedge of lemon on each. She held
a glass pitcher sweating with a golden brown elixir, which she poured into our cups.
"Thank you, we were mighty thirsty," I said, taking a swallow.
"Oh my God," James Lee gulped. "We have hit the jackpot." A whole summer of hunting, and
we find it here at the Ray of Hope Church at an anonymous crossroads where the Yankees burned
the town of Everittsville in the Civil War!"
The tea tasted not too sweet and not too bitter. No saccharin, no sugar could have tainted it.
Maybe sugar cane? Honey? It tasted as if it had been brewed in fresh breezes and sunlight. The tea
felt clear and bright and fresh - like clean feet on a summer day.
"Where do you think Dr Reed will put the Ray of Hope Church in the book?" James Lee asked
as we drove away in his Mazda. "Under Preaching and Teaching" or under "Eating and Drinking?"
Thinking that you find what you are looking for in the most unlikely places, I waved "goodbye"
to our Free Will Baptist friends. "That's Dr. Reed's problem," I said. "We've done our assignment.
in the center.

"Oh

well,"

Let's quit before payday."

Mom's Shoe

Jessica Harrison
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The Boots
Silvia Jiidd

The broken eggshells looked up accusingly at Caroline from their bed of cold tea bags and
carrot scrapings. Threatening mutiny from the mess, an empty Cool Whip container slid down the
heap, resting on the edge of the trash can.
"Oh,
thump.

blast," she sighed, the lid of the

"I hate

Mondays." She stood

for a

can wavering and then falling

down

moment, pushing back her unbrushed

with a muffled

hair and running

a tissue past her red nose.

The dim sunlight of January revealed a fairly tidy kitchen, dirty dishes in the sink but the
The teakettle hummed on the stove inspiring faint hope in Caroline for the
immediate future, but it was a miserable creature that shuffled to the couch. With a moan, she bent
over to retrieve her favorite blue boots abandoned after last night's disastrous date. The soft leather
was supple in her hands, the soles slick with wear. Pity she hadn't worn the Doc Martens, she
thought wistfully. He probably wasn't hurting as much as she wished. The boots didn't fit nearly as
well over her thick socks, but she jammed them on.
"Right-let's ge^ this over." She went back to the trash can, heaved the trash bag out, then
suddenly straightened up, her eyes wide. A faint rumbling came from outside.
Caroline yelled triumphantly. "No, you don't, you fiends! HA! Thought you could get away
again without taking my trash!" She dashed to the front door, sweeping it open, then ran down the
driveway, panting and wobbling on the boots' high heels. The bag swung from side to side, and just
as she reached the middle of the lawn, one edge came free, releasing the Cool Whip bowl into the
counters wiped clean.

air.

It

arched gracefully over a shrub and disappeared.

The

trash collectors

reached over the bush.

snagged

it.

lumbered two houses

closer,

and Caroline, swearing under her breath,

Cool Whip snuggled saucily out of reach, but Caroline, leaning

She clutched her robe close and took off

in a run,

bag held out

in

closer,

one hand as she

reached the end of the driveway and skidded to a stop.
Or, rather, tried to skid.
heels.

One

The worn

soles of her boots did not take kindly to this, nor did the

of them, deciding this abuse was enough, snapped.

trash landing beside her in a disconsolate heap.

Caroline staggered and

The rumbling grew louder as

all right.

She stared up

And

six

at

months

Miss?" Blue eyes crinkled above her

in a pleasant face.

wouldn't have to take out the trash again, she thought dimly.

him.

I

later,

the boots

were worn under a wedding

dress.

Christy Taylor

Sundrop
22

the

the trash truck squealed

to a stop.

"Are you

fell,

23

Jessica Harrison

Pearls
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—
Married

Women

Roeethyll Limn

Jeanette

He
so

is

my

husband,

quietly by

I sit

as he stands there
after

lie,

and willfully

tells

after lie

lie,

Heard Him

I

We

haven't got any friends

He

lies

and

heard him.

I

women

with

men.

lies to

Way down
I

look up,

or

I

deep inside

look down,

pretend to play games with

I

Sometimes
pop
between
is

so

I sit

tongue and

I

of his vocal cord.

can

teeth.

husband,

quietly by

as he sits there
lie,

feet.

play counting the bubbles that

I

my

my

He

my

me

pulsates with each vibration

after

and willfully

after

lie.

tells

Ruby Lee and

lie.

Mist'r Ben

Red Fez
She thought

When

When saw you

that she

she agreed to

I

in

your

She

tribal clothing

and bruised blood colored

later

found that

for putting

up with

was being funny
become an old man's wife.
it was not worth the money

all

of her

life.

fez,

you were a splendor
in black

and white and

He'd married himself a young chick
red.

But he could only lay
1

stood there astounded,

absconded
wanting
to

in

my

my

tricks.

so he told her to just trick an old dog.
stance,

Southern born hips

remember

like a log.

Even she couldn't teach an old dog new

tribal

dance.

He

said she

what

Dianne Kelly

It

his

had

had

let

herself

money had

laid

its

become

sought.

trap

and she'd gotten caught.

Her

license plate read "D. Kelly"

And
her
that

in

those simple words she'd said

life to

me

through the years she'd become

The Kelly

So

let this

become

a lesson in

life

when you consider becoming an
Sometime

Some

to see.
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it's

fish that

old man's wife.

hard to break a contract.

you catch, you can't throw back.

Theft
Today
I

I

stole a thing

leaned across the fence

of a lonely, empty house
pulled a branch of gardenia
close to

my

and took

its

face

sweet scent

Some June day
I

hope someone

the scent of

my

far

away

will steal

gardenias

and the blossoms too

when my house
and

my

Rosalyn

Diane DeBruine
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is

empty

gardenia bush

Lomax

is full
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A Flowerbed
Elaine Guyton

my

Lingering over

brown stems,

leaves,

cup of lukewarm coffee,

and seed heads

sat

I

and gazed out the window

my

had once been

that

tangles of

at the

favorite flowerbed.

had decent

I

summer's heat, the children's busy schedules, the holidays, and plenty of
other commitments. But it was early spring now; the sun was beginning to feel warm again, and I
suppose it was high time to get to work. Still, not ready for the chore ahead and perhaps for
motivation, I closed my eyes and remembered the way it used to be.
The semi-circular border was filled with a careful assortment of plants, so it would be full of
excuses for the mess:

last

color and wonderful shapes
gift

my

from

new

in the

then

all

I

center

its

She brought

Sara.

garden. She said she chose

right in here.

Set in

season.

new neighbor

because

it

it

peered outside and, yes, even now,

I

it

was

a

young

lilac

bush, a housewarming

me

over one morning when she saw

was, like me. Northern
could see

its

digging

bound

in origin but

to

fit

graceful, slender branches reaching

out from the tangles, the tips swollen with the promise of the sweetest fragrance so loved from

my

childhood. The sight was like a stab in the heart.

That

gift

had given

start to a

wonderful friendship.

Sara and

had had such a lovely day:

I

choosing just the right spot, digging, adding "good stuff to the hole, and positioning
watering and feeding our "new baby." Oh, and

buds were a perfect

rounded

it.

All

No more
tools

summer

time for

from the shed.

worked

foil for the

I

its

was a beauty!

it

yellow daffodils, pink

Its

I

settled to the task

by

first

and get

my knees to start the weeding in earnest.

pulling up the

this

tall

that sur-

in the gentle breeze.

my

thought with a sigh and rose to gather

steadily trying to stay focused

just right,

and other spring flowers

tulips,

smooth, cool blue-green leaves swayed

stalling,

it

delicate clusters of lavender

long neglected garden

stalks of the

cosmos and

over with as soon as possible. Then

I

lilies.

dropped

I

to

dug around good plants and
twisted and pulled the choking weeds. Memories flooded my brain as I worked around the Mother's
Day plants from the kids and the sundial my husband gave me for my birthday two years ago. I
remembered that year: we had a long wet spring, and many of the plants picked up leaf mold and
fungus.

I

recalled

how

With trowel and garden

Sara had said she

cupied and didn't catch the sadness
the stricken plants until finally they

in

were

all

healthy again.
I

I

poor sick plants. But

felt a lot like the

her eyes that day. Together

and the beauty of nature re-awakening about me.

tell

fork,

my

I

had been preoc-

sprayed, pruned, and dusted

glanced about

I

shoved

we

at the

tender

new

shoots

spade into the ground.

Why! Why. why, why!! My mind screamed as I stabbed the earth. Oh, Sara, why didn't you
me? Why didn't I know? I could have helped. We could have found a way to make things

better.

Death never fixes anything, and anything would have been
suddenly became aware of how angry

I

refused to

let

furious digging.

I

was

sense of peace. For

me

hot,

and

my

I

was and of the

knees and back were

a garden spoke of

of the season land on a tiny chartreuse

mind could

I

go during the past year. The ground around

see and hear

life,

leaf.

I

better.

tears rolling

my

knees was

stiff

and aching. And

renewal, and the future.

began

to

work

again,
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I

face, tears

yet, at

watched the

once
first

1

from
I

had

my

felt

a

ladybug

my
I think she approved of my

more gently now, and

my friend again. And we were both at peace.

cleaning up.

down my

in great disorder

in

In the

Corner

Sandra Phillips
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Resistance
I

noticed this

on

my break today:

The wind kicks only
when I go outside
to read

write

Hght a smoke
or otherwise strive
for peace of

mind

John Penner

To the Core

Kyle Ingle

Changing Times

WCC

Times change
People change

Good

things

Walking down crowded, cold hallways

Rude

come and go

individuals running into you

Saying "Hello" to a familiar face

We

dream our dreams
Watch them fade
New dreams begin to grow

Thinking, "This

Only

is

my

ticket to a real life."

to pass this next class

Anticipating your future goals

Desire gives way to reality
The changes remain the same
It takes more than words
To make a moment
And two players to play the game

Another rude individual stops

Two

minutes

until

in front

of you

you're tardy

Reaching your dreams through education
Steve Miller

Derek Hubbard
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What Kind

of

Brew

"What kind of brew
I

my

asked

Whose
Is

are you?"
cup of Java
bold and semi-sweet,

friendly

texture,

hot as blazing lava.

am familiar with your scent.
Your pleasant face know.
I recognize your kindly blend
But not your quality, though.
I

I

Perhaps your boldness is a mask.
You may be quite demure.

Your flavor

The

is

a question, but

Barista's art

sure.

is

She made the perfect cup of "Joe"

And how, I'm

quite remiss.

asked with calm excitement, "Ma'am,
What kind of brew is this?"
I

"Sumatra? Espresso? Jamaican? What?
really need to know

I

What makes
Its

this coffee such a joy.
contents please bestow."

She smiled and said, "That answer.
Is found within your heart.
Coffee beans and human beings
Are not so far apart."

"We have

Sir,

a personality

That seems

to intertwine

Bitter, salty, sour, sweet.

The
It's

likeness

is

divine."
I have found
molten drink

not the taste that

From

this rich

That sent me to epiphany.
That made me stop and think.

The question echoes back

Amid

As my
I

reflection

say, "I

am

to

me

pool

this swirling
is

revealed,

a fool!"

Always Watching

not a question for this cup.
I'll ask it far and nigh.
This is a question for us all:
It's

"What kind of brew am

I?"

77 Garrou
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Mike

Elliott

Bridal Shower for Strings and Holiday Inn

Lust

Doesn't she see she's a potential ex

The power of lust

another in a

mummer's Hne

of wives

Penetrating another's soul

a soon to be former caricature
in

my

Mystical powers

brother's parade of picture post-cards?

Infatuation

The power of lust
Doesn't

this

woman

Touching the naked soul

understand her place

another pretty face on a well-trodden aisle?

make

I

want

to

I

want

to ring her inner

Sweaty, silky skin
Caressing the inside

her senses sizzle.

alarm

bell.

The power of

my

Tasting the sin

lust

Vibrant darkness

There are too many photos
too
too

in

albums

many faces I see on the sly
many beads on my brother's memory

Smelling the sex

The power of

chain

lust

a string of paper-dolls he carelessly threw away.

Innocent evil

Jeff Williams

The bewildered mind
The touching of hot, wet bodies
The power of lust

Satan's control

Steve Miller

I

gave her

my

heart and she gave

me

a pen
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Jessica Harrison

Diane DeBruine

Relaxation

Her Lantern Catches
Her

Rabbit Corner

Fire

moon

Rabbit

lantern catches fire,

gold

gem-spiiced firelight a rainbow fabric

all

pulled to individual threads.

big naughty sky

bold stars
In her

incognito

hand diamond glow

illuminates dark jungles,

empty rooms,

to

I

go

meet you.

figurines that reflect like tigers' eyes.

Can you come
Phantoms

out

that fade before the lantern

romp with me

appear behind as she walks by,

near the

bringer of light to an unsettled house

easy
eerie

gloom

rabbit

after a thunderstorm.

moon?

Margaret Boo the Baddoiir

Jejf Williams
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He

Sleeps in Sunlight

He sleeps in sunlight
He keeps his breath in
Slow
Tepid

Rhythm
He is a golden

A yellow

circlet

ring around a fruit-patterned door-

mat

A hunter of leaves and dragonflies
at rest
I

envy him - simple

in a soft circle

A pillow at night
Jennifer Julian

Diane DeBruine

Refuge
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Freedom
Noemi Williams
was only four years

I

the street, holding

me

old, yet

tightly.

I

still

remember hearing my mother's

footsteps as she hurried

down

We stepped through a gate into the courtyard of my grandmother's home.

a dark silhouette, but I can still see her so clearly standing on the front porch. Normally
was very excited to see her, but as my mother tried to hand me over, I began crying and refused to let go
of her neck. I must have sensed that something was different this time. Finally, I watched my mother
walk away through the gate. That was the last time I would see her, or my father, for two years.

She was just

1

That night
child, to gain

a part of

my

home

parents decided to leave behind the only

they knew, as well as their only

freedom for our family. As Hungarians, we were considered a minority

communist Romania, where

the

government controlled every aspect of

father had tirelessly planned their escape, and

on November 25, 1973,

my

in

life.

Transylvania,

For years

my

parents and two companions

train headed for Italy. After boarding, my father had a trusted
them inside. By figuring out a way to reseal the boxcar after it had
already been searched, my father hoped they could go undetected by the soldiers. Once inside they hid
under bails of hemp, which would cover their scent from the search dogs. They had estimated it would
take about a week to arrive, but for some reason the train had stopped well before the Italian border,
somewhere in Yugoslavia. After running out of food and water, they decided on the eleventh night they
had to get out. My father, using a hacksaw, cut through the bars of the air vent and opened the door for
the others. The four of them stepped out into the bitter cold night, exhausted and hungry. The last day
of their journey was spent in agonizing uncertainty. During the day they traveled as best they could,

broke the seal

to a

boxcar on a freight

friend close the door and seal

while

still

staying hidden, to get as close to the border as possible. For eight hours in the cover of the

night, they

border. At

Once

walked and crawled through

dawn on December
in Italy

my

response, they worked
in

7.

fields

they finally arrived

many odd jobs

and work very hard

trying to get

me

at

to

make

their

way

past the soldiers at the

an Italian refugee camp.

While waiting

parents applied to the United States for political asylum.
in

at

In

America they again had

any job available. During

They wrote

out of Transylvania.

for a

order to survive and save for the rest of their journey. Finally,

June of 1974, they were granted asylum.

barriers

and woods

this

time

my

overcome the language
parents began the process of
to

to senators, as well as President Carter, for

any help

they could get in reuniting our family.

My journey here was not nearly
found

it

quite scary.

ents, friends,

I

had

to get

as exciting as

my parents',

although

at the

age of six and a half

I

on an airplane by myself and leave behind the security of my grandpar-

and small mountain

village.

I

vaguely remembered

my

parents, but

I

really didn't

know

them. They were just a distant memory.

remember walking through what seemed to be deserted hallways at Kennedy Airport. I had on
a yellow leather backpack. Under one arm I clutched tightly a huge yellow teddy bear, and under the
other, a beautiful doll. The stewardess spoke to me in a very strange language, pointed to some double
doors, and nudged me through. As I timidly walked through the doors. I could see ropes holding back
what seemed like every human being in the world. Suddenly a man and woman ran toward me, laughing and crying at the same time, and swooped me into their arms. This of course is the night our family
was finally reunited.
Now that I am grown and have my own children, I can appreciate the risks my parents took to give
me a better life. I would have very few choices or opportunities had they not had the courage to risk the
unknown, possible imprisonment, or even death. It has taken me many years and a lot of growing up to
I

realize

and

truly understand the gift

my

mother and father have given me.

Mystic Ride
She smiles and reaches out
In a night full of

Feeling the soft coat of fur

shadows

Darkness rises
Leaves dance in cool wind

She sees

A mystic ring

Intelligence, perhaps, dark hidden

cold, distant light of

eyes something more

moon
Come,

Currents splash against the rocks

says the voice

Entering her very soul

Suddenly, the natural silence

is

broken

Broken by the crack of a twig
The sound of footsteps coming
A young woman enters, her eyes

alight

—Come, come with me -Away - Away
The thought fills her
With a strange longing

—Come - voice continues
—Come with me the

She is simply clad in white
That covers her modesty
An enchantment fills her face
Wonder and delight

She rubs the horse's coat
Absently, lost in thought

A dark
if what she sees now
She has never seen before
She pauses midst the trees
The river glitters in the moonlight

She mounts the horse quickly
lose no time

To

Before she can speak a
The horse gallops

The night welcomes her.
Embraces her in its chill hands
Surrounds her with the dancing leaves
fill

her, their origin

unknown

Suddenly the surface of the water breaks

A glowing creature emerges from the depths
A tall, lithe, snow white horse
With eyes of golden

fire

its

mane

Approaches the girl
Floats in mid air
Its hooves never touching the earthen floor

The

girl smiles, tho' a

shiver runs through

command

Not away, out of the forest
But towards the river
Back towards the depths
From whence it came
Its fur

suddenly changes

From

soft velvet to cold

A
The horse shakes

swirl of tangled ideas

Then she decides

As

Distant voices

mirror to the river

The mane becomes

a waterfall

The horse dances over
That opens

to endless

She

scream

tries to

wetness

itself

the surface

depth

Struggles to get off

her

She is sure the horse is a friend
The horse's coat shimmers
Glitters in the

moon

light

Above

A

the cool moonlight shines

blanket of clouds covers the sky

Individual stars hang aloft, alone

The ground by
It

stands before her

Its

eyes meet hers

knowledge

Suddenly, unbidden A thought comes to her

A flowing river illuminated
By

in the

the river

now
Stephanie Novak
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is

bare

Kyle

Self-Portrait
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In

The Welcome Cat
Dot Elledge

When
another

cat.

their cat. Mischief, died at the unusual

She said

to Ray, her

agree and besides they both

age of twenty-one, Linda insisted they not get

husband, "At our ages, another cat just might outhve us." Ray had

welcomed

the

freedom from

litter

to

pans and responsibility for a dependent

animal.

Two

years

later,

pany Ray worked

Linda

from her job

retired

for agreed to transfer

him

as a

community college librarian, and the retail comhometown. They'd been away for thirty-

to a store in their

move back closer to their families.
new development just a few miles outside town. On moving day
Linda several times caught sight of a small black and white cat. The cat kept herself out of the way but
appeared to have a definite interest in the proceedings. More than once, Linda saw her sitting on a front
porch railing, calmly watching the men carrying furniture and boxes into the house. The cat did not
and both

five years,

They found

felt

it

was time

to

a place in a large,

approach either her or Ray, but

evening as they went out

later that

to dinner the cat

was

on the

still

porch.

wonder who she belongs to," Linda said.
"No idea," Ray replied. "She's been around
"I

all

day, but

I

haven't seen her going to or coming

from any of the neighbors."
Next morning when Linda went out

to bring in the

newspaper, the cat was

Linda reached for the paper, the cat rubbed against her hand and started

and started

sitting

to purr.

beside

When

it.

Linda squatted down

to pet the cat.

"Lve never seen her do

that before."

Linda looked up

to see her next-door neighbor, Sally

McCall, standing by the low fence that separated the yards.

"Do you know

her?

Is

"No, she doesn't seem
our
in.

cat.

She

with

Dave and
visits

she your cat?" Linda asked.

be anyone's cat," Sally replied.

to

bought the

I

first

house

in this

"We

feed her sometimes, but she isn't

development, and she showed up the day

we moved

each new family on moving day but doesn't seem to want to stay with anyone. Fve talked

some of the construction workers, and they say

she's been around since they started building the

house. Several of them feed her from time to time, but none of them claim her.

first

"She's seen around the development both day and night, so we think she was probably a kitten
someone abandoned. Some of the neighbors have started calling her the Welcome Cat since she shows
up to welcome each new family to the neighborhood. But none of us have ever been able to pet her or
pick her up."

was always around. Anytime she or Ray went
outside, the cat would join them and make it quite obvious that she wanted petting. They had offered
her food on their second day in the house and soon were feeding her on a daily schedule. She was often

Over

the next

few days Linda noticed

that the cat

seen sleeping on their back porch or beneath a rose bush in the front yard.

They had been
across the street.

watching the
interest in the
"I

out

all

in their

new home just over two weeks when another family moved

For a while

activity, but she

that

morning, the cat

never crossed the

new neighbors and

sat

street.

newcomers

until she

house

on the front stoop of Linda and Ray's house
That afternoon she appeared

to

have

lost all

curled up for a nap in her usual spot on the back porch.

think you've been adopted," Sally said later that evening.

the

into the

found the family she wanted
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to

"Looks

like she

claim for her own."

was just checking

Where
When

Will

You Be

where will you be?
Cypress trees.
pond
between
the
ril be fishing in a
Old Saint Peter will have to draw up three lists,
the roll

is

called up yonder,

A good, a bad, and one tor the fishermen he missed.
A lot of good names will be on that third list.
Names

like

Dan, Buddy, Curtis and Gertrude,

Bud, Arthur, Harvey and Speck Wright

Thomas and
Yes, those

too.

Russell and Uncle Leon.

names on

the

list

will

go on

As much time as they all spent in the pond.
Even after their death they'll keep fishing right on.
So when God asks why they did not answer his call,
They'll give him a pole, so he can outfish them

all.

Robert Jackson Lanier

Kyle Ingle

In the Beginning

Duck Hunting
Early morning fog in the dead of darkness.

Nothing holds back, not even the soon-to-come

The
It's

grass

is

wet with dew

at

the edge of the

an ice-covered hell I'm about to break

My waders are high,

as high as

wood

chest.

begin waiting for

I

hear them coming across the top of the dancing
trees.

I

ducks.

shuck a #4

Fire one, fire two;

shell into the barrel.

two drakes

Now

my

light begins to pierce the sky.

Because of the daylight.

The swamp. Now back
Back to my bed.
Michael Walters
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on the frozen

fall

That's right, nobody can touch

Crystal Lucas

into.

I

Cypress

The Brighter Image

my

light.

swamp.

I

in

retrieve

my

ice.

accuracy.

The hunt

my

kill

is

closing

and escape

Chevrolet, then soon

Sushi

Kasey Nora

Home

had already made salads, soup bowls, soy sauce, and napkins, so I sat at the sushi bar, wonwhen customers would start coming in. They always follow a pattern. All of them either
show up before I even get my kimono on or they wait until twelve; there's no in-between. I looked
at my cell phone; it was 1 1 :55. I got up and walked into what my boss, Mr. Choi, calls "the waitress
area." I had just finished making myself a Sprite with a small squeeze of lemon when I heard the
tell-tale tinkle that meant my first customer of the day had amved. It was one of the regulars, a man
whom I affectionately call "the green tea poet." His long gray hair was pulled into its usual pony
tail at the nape of his neck with an elastic that was a little too big for his thin, wiry hair. His shirt
was blue today, I noted, as I pulled my order pad and pencil out of my apron. He always wore
brown dress loafers, khakis, and a brown leather belt. The shirt is the only thing I couldn't predict
about him. It's always a tucked in, button-down shirt; the sleeve length and color change with the
seasons and his moods. He had already taken the liberty of seating himself, a sure sign of a regular
at the sushi bar, so I approached A5 with a smile on my face. When he saw me, he gave me his shy,
gentle smile, looking as though he had just awakened from a pleasant world of his own. "The
usual?" I asked him, knowing his response before he replied, "Yes, thanks." My pencil made a
light scratching noise on the Guest Check pad as I scribbled the order from memory: green tea, no
sugar, ginger dressing on the salad, a California roll, no fork. As I walked away, he bent his neck
slightly downwards, returning to what I imagined to be his land of haikus and verses. I was fixing
his green tea when I heard the bell jingle again. I sighed, preparing myself for the rush that was
soon to follow. I put all his things on my tray and walked out of my area, wondering who was
waiting to be seated.
She was standing in the doorway, patiently waiting her turn for my service. 1 couldn't take my
eyes off her as I put the green tea and salad in front of the green tea poet. A slight tip of his hot cup
onto my hand brought me back to what I was doing. As I looked down towards the table, I noticed
that my predictable green tea poet, the man who always looked down at the table or out the back
window, couldn't keep his eyes off this exotic creature either. I walked to greet her. "How many?"
I asked as I walked towards her. "Just two," she replied in a voice with an accent that was hard to
place. It wasn't Hispanic exactly, but it had the sound of someone whose first language was something other than English. She was undeniably beautiful, her long black hair falling just below her
shoulders, reflecting the light from the windows. She was dressed in a black business suit, the skirt
just a little too short for a woman who didn't have things besides work on her mind. I seated her at
A2, and she took the seat where she was facing green tea poet. She crossed her legs slowly, her
short skirt sliding up to reveal a garter holding up her black silk stocking. I was surprised first of all
that the woman was wearing such a thing under her suit, an outfit rarely seen outside of porn
movies and the Frederick's of Hollywood catalog. Secondly, the woman didn't even pull the skirt
down to cover it back up. Maybe she's an investment banker by day and a dominatrix by night I
thought, mentally seeing her twirling handcuffs on her way out of the bank at the end of the day.
"Can I get you something to drink while you wait?" I asked, coming back to reality. "I'll have an
Asahi," she answered politely but unfriendly, like she only wanted to say what was necessary to me
and otherwise wanted to be left alone. I went to get her beer, wondering what a woman like her was
I

dering

someone in a bar like this.
The cooler was freezing, making the hair on my arms stand up as I slid past Mr. Choi to grab
an Asahi from the cardboard box at the back. He was trying to get a red snapper from one of the
bottom shelves, mumbling in Korean so I couldn't understand what he was saying. He scrunched
closer to the shelves as I passed back by with the Asahi clutched in one frozen hand. I was searchdoing, waiting for
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ing for the bottle opener when the bell jingled again. I could tell this was going to be one of those
days when I would want to rip that little device off the wall. I poured her beer into a chilled glass
and painted on my artificial thank-God-I-get-paid-cash-every day-or-I-would-quit-right-now smiles.
Walking around the corner, I instantly focused on the construction tuna guys. Here again, I
had no idea what these men did for a living; they simply looked like drifters or something, so made
up a name for them to distinguish them from other customers in my mind. The one with gray hair
smiled at me and laughed when I grabbed two menus out of habit. Hearing his laugh, 1 put them
back and asked, "Y'all want the same?" His friend smiled and shook his head as they headed
toward A9. their favorite table. I walked around the screen by the door to A2 to give the dominatrix
her beer. She was taking off her jacket real slow while the green tea poet stared, open mouthed and
blushing in the dim lights. Her lacy black bra was obvious through her sheer white blouse, confirming my suspicions of her night profession. When I set her beer down, water sliding down the glass
where my hand had been, she glanced up at me and said, "My friend will have a Natural Light in a
bottle when he gets here." I guessed she was meeting one of her clients here or something. I turned
away from her, wondering why she didn't order both beers at once so I didn't have to brave Antarctica again. As I walked past A5, the green tea poet did something else out of character for him. He
touched my arm as I passed and said, "I want to buy her lunch, so put it on my tab, okay? You can
put it on my card the next time I'm here." I didn't say anything. He had never said that much to me
at one time before. I couldn't exactly say yes to his request because I assumed that her friend would
be paying for her. I told him that I would ask Mr. Choi and turned to go to the cooler again.
I thought that Mr. Choi would save me once I explained the situation to him, but his only
response was that he didn't care who paid, as long as someone paid. I tried to think up something
polite to say while I put the Natural Light into the fridge under the salad bar for easier access when
the mystery man arrived. My final decision was to put it off until the mystery man got there; then,
I could ask if they wanted their checks together or separate and go from there with the green tea
poet. I fixed two Diet Cokes for the construction tuna guys; then, I wrote their usual order on the
Guest Check: two Tokyo Bentos, all tuna, no salmon, sesame dressing, and no forks. I couldn't
believe I remembered all this stuff. I hope these customers appreciated me. I took out the Diet
Cokes and pulled two straws from my apron, setting them on the table beside the drinks. Then, the
bell rang again.
The man in the doorway reminded me of a character from the book I was reading. The Hobbit.
He looked like the elf king with his dark hair bushing out all around his head and blending in with
his beard and mustache to cover his whole face, leaving only his eyes and nose slightly visible. He
was short and round, walking with his large belly proudly arched out in front of him, not caring that
he looked almost pregnant. I figured he was one of the people who come in mistaking us for
Chinese buffet, leaving shortly after taking a look at the prices on the menu. I walked toward him,
but his eyes had been drawn to the dominatrix. He walked toward her. She asked him how he was,
standing up to shake his hand. The bell on the sushi bar took my eyes from this strange scene; the
green tea poet's California roll was ready. I went to grab it and glanced at him on my way. His face
had dropped, like he was disappointed that this nasty little troll of a man was eating with this
gorgeous woman and he was left alone to watch with his roll and green tea.
He didn't acknowledge me like he usually did when I set his plate in front of him. "Can I get
you anything else?" I asked. He didn't reply, his eyes still glued to A2. I took this as he didn't need
anything, and I headed to the cooler to grab the other beer. In the summer, the cooler is great
because it's so hot outside, but in the winter it's the last place anybody wants to go. I hoped no one
else would be drinking during lunch today.
I carried the Natural Light to the table and set it in front of the elf king who looked up at me
and smiled. His teeth were a little dark around the edges, and his halitosis was in full swing. I
thought he must be really rich; otherwise, why would this beautiful woman have anything to do
with him? They ordered a party platter worth fifty dollars so I got my answer to how the whole
I
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As I walked away from their table, I overheard the
what you're doing, giving up on this? I think the law
requires that we be married for a specific length of time before you can get full citizenship. I saved
you from that hell hole you were living in. Why are you doing this to me? I love you."
I explained to the green tea poet that she was married and their check would be together, but
again I got no response from him. I turned away from him when the bell on the sushi bar rang again,
signaling that the Tokyo Bentos were done. I set them down in front of the construction tuna guys
for inspection. "Looks good. Why don't you see if that woman over there wants to apply to work
here?" He was talking about the dominatrix; he had also fallen under the spell of the garter. "She's
married," I replied. "Why don't you just ask Mr. Choi to make all us waitresses wear her outfit
instead of these kimonos?" He laughed good heartedly. We always joked around when he ate here
unless his wife was there. She was a bit of the jealous type even though I was not attracted to her
husband in the least bit.
Walking back across the restaurant to get some napkins to fold, I heard the dominatrix tell her
husband that she came to America so that she wouldn't be forced to live with a possessive old man
all her life but that she hadn't bettered her situation by marrying him.
I figured she must have
married him for the green card, which explained why she was with the troll. I had just sat down
with the napkins when the elf king jumped up from the table, his chair flying back into the next
table and his fork falling to the floor. "I hate you. you stupid whore!" he spat at her. "Do whatever
you want until you get deported then. That's fine with me. I hope you go crawling back home and
get stuck with that man that wanted you before you left with me. He was a real winner. Baby. Have
a nice life." With that, he stormed out the door and sped away. The sushi chef, Mr. Kim, looked at
me with a confused stare. He had just finished their party platter.
The dominatrix sat there with her beer, tears rolling down her face. Other than the tears, she
was like stone; her head still held high and her mouth locked in a straight line. I was about to go
over and ask her if she still wanted the sushi when the green tea poet rose quietly from his seat. He
walked over and picked up the elf king's chair, pulling it up to her table. He began to speak softly
to her even though it appeared that she hadn't seen him. He pulled a handkerchief from his pocket
and wiped the smeared mascara from her lovely face. That's when she finally gave in and began to
payment

man

ask,

for her lunch thing

"Have you

was going

to go.

really thought about

He signaled for me to bring the platter.
More customers came in and kept me busy so

talk to him.

I

couldn't eavesdrop like

I

wanted

to.

They

brought him his receipt and
told them both to have a nice day. When they left, I looked out the front windows and saw her
settling into his car. I wondered if she would fix her skirt this time. I turned my attention to their
table where the receipt with my tip lay on the table. I was expecting maybe seven to ten dollars. He
was a good tipper considering the percentage he usually left me. I looked at the receipt and saw that
he had left twenty dollars and had drawn a little smiley face over his signature.
finished off the sushi together, and the green tea poet took the

Koi

bill.

I
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Jade Warrior
Slowly you

slide

You make no sound as you pass my feet
You stop and raise your body
To look me in the eyes
Then you slide your tongue out at me

me

smelling

for fear

I'm not afraid of you
I've died before

Perhaps

this is

You decide

why

not to attack

A cunning warrior never attacks
Those stronger than

it

Suddenly we're both distracted by a mouse
I

turn

my

head

to find

where

it is,

But you're already on your way
Fast, agile,

and slim enough

Through

the tightest areas

You

him quickly

find

to

fit

Slowly you torture your meal

Hunting

it.

Cornering

it.

Then devouring

it

Your diamond jade skin expands

As

the

Like

mouse seeks

all

a

way

out

warriors in the world

There's no exit or final battle

Only the death

that claims us all

James Allan Hanus

Indian Feather
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Crystal Lucas

Dragon

Tales

Christy Taylor

My Life in the

1300's

Jacqui Malone

The stone of the
times

me.

castle steps ascends treacherously before

I

cannot remember

have slipped and fallen climbing these narrow winding stairwells laden

I

like a

how many

donkey. Each

my chest, painfully expelling each gasp of crisp, iced air. Poverty
my chest, a poverty that has ensured that every intake of breath be

breath from the strain crackles in

has hastened the weakening of
foul air and peat

smoke, the combination of which

is

found aplenty

in the

hovels surrounding the

castle.
I

have been fortunate

in

securing a position within the castle walls.

My

work

is

hard, but the

rewards are plentiful: food, warmth, and security.

As

I

walk the

halls of this granite fortress,

disturbed by a scuttling

mouse

to

make ready

for the

many hours

I

I

The

I

only occasionally

An explosion of activity

will occur only

until her

My ears are still ringing from the boxing they received

forgot this lesson.

finish these tasks in time to hear the valiant cockerel sing out his

dawn sky remind me of the bruises I will
kitchen immediately. As I enter the kitchen,

purple and grey hues of the
if

stillness is

warmth will be felt. I enter the first of many
coming morning. I bank up the fire and refill the water jugs,

conscious of the need for absolute silence.

when

pass no one.

or the bay of a hunting dog.

with the rising sun, and there are

chambers

I

do not return

to the

night's banquet are a reminder of the succulent morsels

I

will

the lingering smells

smuggle out

day; a pheasant carcass, rich sweetmeats, and crisp juicy apples are treats
a peasant farmer.

"good morning." The

receive from the housekeeper

to

my

from

family later that

unknown to

the family of

My own meal, taken long after the rest of the household, is as familiar as a being

but more welcome.

When hot, the mush

is

palatable, but cold as

it

now

is, it

serves only to quell the

gnawing pangs of hunger, for its taste and texture leave a body nauseated and unsatisfied.
The respite from my daily tasks ends with the final spoonful and a shrill cry from the cook

more water

is

last

needed, so again

I

traverse the chilled stone corridors.
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The Hole Donut Caper
Pat LeRoy
Jeff had overslept and was running late for work. "Oh, darn," he said. "It's my day to pick up
donuts for the office." He dressed quickly and grabbed his car keys off the hall table on his way out
the door. As he opened the front door, the snow brushed softly across his face. Jeff locked his door
and just stood on the step. He glanced at City Park across the street. All the trees were covered with
snow like winter coats. Along the path, little birds hopped and searched for bits of food. It reminded him of a winter postcard. He would have liked to enjoy the scene longer, but he was already
late for work. Suddenly, Jeff did not feel as stressed as he walked to the garage to get his car. He
greeted the people he met with a smile and a very "Merry Christmas." Some returned his greeting,
and some just showed anger.
"They must think like old Ebenezer Scrooge - Bah Humbug," Jeff muttered to himself. He felt
sorry for them especially since it was the Christmas season.
It seemed the traffic was slower than usual, but some motorists were still in a rush to get where
they were going. Jeff wasn't going to let anything spoil his Christmas spirit. Then he saw the
Bakery Shop and found a parking space just two doors down. That really put a smile on his face.
When he opened the door of the Bakery Shop, a little bell jingled as he stepped inside. The aroma
of coffee and fresh baked donuts filled the room. The owner Mr. Johnson was sort of gruff, and he
charged a pretty penny for his donuts. but they were the best donuts in town. Jeff never let Mr.
Johnson bother him.
"Can I help you?" Mr. Johnson said. "You sure can," said Jeff as he tried to decide between the
cake donuts. chocolate glazed, creme filled, and fruit filled donuts.
"Just give me three dozen and mix them up, please."
"Here you are." Mr. Johnson said, "and I hope you enjoy them."
Jeff paid for his donuts, and when he turned to leave, he noticed an old man sitting at a table
near the back. His face was aged with deep lines, and his clothes were shabby and wrinkled. Even
though Jeff was in a hurry, he felt compassion for the old man. "Old Timer, let me buy you a cup of
coffee and a couple of donuts."
Suddenly, the old man stood up and was brandishing a gun. Then he said, "Do what I say, do
you hear me? Mister, you and the boss just sit down at that table and be quiet, do you hear me?"
Jeff spoke very carefully as he said, "Old Timer, you don't want to do this."
"How do you know what I want?"
"Well, what do you want?"
"You'll see, you'll see," he said.
Mr. Johnson took a fast glance at the clock above the front door. It was about time for his two
favorite police officers to stop by for their usual break of coffee and donuts.
At that moment, the front door started to open, and the little bell jingled. All eyes focused on
the door. Then the door flew open, and two men with a grocery cart rushed inside. Both men wore
caps and had beards. One of the men wore an old navy pea coat with a medal dangling from a
pocket. The other wore an old trench coat that could have belonged to Columbo.
The man with the gun turned to Mr. Johnson and said, "Be quick about it and fill some of those
boxes with all kinds of donuts and lots of coffee to go, too."
Mr. Johnson did what he was told.
The man with the gun warned Mr. Johnson and Jeff to be quiet and not to try to follow them.
As fast as lightning, all three men and the grocery cart disappeared through the kitchen and out
the back door. Mr.

Johnson and Jeff stood there as

The front door bell jingled again, and in walked
almost empty donut counter.
"Did you have a rush on donuts?" he asked.
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if in

the

a trance.

two police

officers.

One officer noticed an

what had just happened.
"Which way did they go?" one officer asked.

Mr. Johnson related

"We

in detail

didn't see anything like that out front," the other officer said.

"They ran out the back door through the kitchen," Mr. Johnson said as he pointed to the back.
The two officers hurried through the kitchen and out the back door to the alley. They looked
both ways but didn't see anything. As the officers stepped back into the kitchen, they saw the gun
on the floor. The thieves must have dropped it in their hurry to get away.
One of the officers picked up the gun. He looked at it and realized it was just a toy gun. It sure
did look real.

About this time Mr. Johnson and Jeff stepped into the kitchen. The officer
gun wasn't real. "We're going to put out an APB for them." he said.
"Wait, please don't do that," answered Mr. Johnson.
"Don't you want them arrested?"

told Mr.

Johnson

that the

"No,

don't think so this time.

I

"Come

on, Mr. Johnson,

let

It's

Christmas, and they don't get

the law handle

many

special treats."

it."

do that this time. I'm sure they're homeless and live in that old warehouse near the
most likely share the donuts and coffee with the others. That will be fine with me.
Each of us should do at least one good deed every day, and this can make up for all the deeds I
should have done."
Mr. Johnson continued, "I lived during the Great Depression of the 1930's and know what it
means to lose everything and to have no money and no job. I guess I'm on guard not to let that
happen again. You know, I feel good about sharing a little Christmas with all those people."
Jeff was touched by what Mr. Johnson had done.
"That was a nice thing you did. Sir."
Then Jeff noticed tears trickling down Mr. Johnson's face and realized that gruff old Mr. Johnson
"No,

river.

I

can't

They

was not

will

as gruff as he thought.

Jeff looked at this

ized he

work.

watch and

was almost two hours

He picked up

his three

real-

late for

boxes of

donuts and headed for the front door. As
he opened the door, the little bell jingled.

He stopped, then turned around and with
a big smile said,

"Merry Christmas

to

each of you."
When he got to work and opened
the door to his office, all of his co-workers were looking at him. One asked,

"Did you get

lost?"

and said, "I know
you've heard it before, but you won't
believe what happened to me on the way
to work this morning." Smiling again,
he said, "I'll tell you all about it, but first
let me wish all of you a very Merry
Jeff just smiled

Christmas.

Have

a donut."
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The Tree

of

Jacqiii

My Life

Malone

My childhood returns to me in flashes when I watch my own children play, but they don't seem as
I was. Playing was always done outside; messes and noise weren't allowed inside.
bottom of the garden, made from whatever could be begged or borrowed from the
garage or garden shed, kept us amused for hours. They also allowed us to discriminate who would be
played with. Shouts of "You can't join our club," or "No boys allowed!" gave us a sense of power that
we didn't have in any other aspect of our lives.
I was very lucky to live in a large cul-de-sac that surrounded a large green. On this green was a huge

good

at

Camps

it

as

I

think

built at the

gnarly horse chestnut

tree.

Its

trunk served as a gathering place for

all

the children that lived in Park

Meadow. Anyone from a neighboring street was allowed the privilege of playing there only if welcomed
by all. The tree was the focal point of many of our childhood games. The "safe" place during tag, it was
where the seeker hid his eyes whilst counting before a game of "60 seconds," and it is where we all
sustained cuts and bruises, evidence of our bravery when swinging on the tire that hung from its strong,
comforting branches.
I was never a fearful child. I was always first to take on a dare, to climb a tree, to crawl through the
undergrowth that lined the stream which ran behind many of the houses in my road. But I always feared
walking out to the tree and being the child chosen to be sent to "Coventry." To have no friends, no one
to play with or talk to was what I feared most. Exclusion from the crowd was a cyclical event. It was an
inevitability that one day I would be the chosen one because everyone at some time was deemed unworthy of inclusion. For some of the less popular children, this was a common occurrence, so they would be
exceedingly gleeful and gloat excessively when someone usually more popular was chosen for this cruel

torture.

During these periods of exclusion, visits to my grandparents in London were viewed with a little
more enthusiasm than normal, for I hated being stuck in the car with my brother, who would always take
up more than his fair share of the backseat. More importantly, 1 suffered with car sickness so had to
spend the majority of the journey with my head stuck in a plastic bag.
Nana Pyle was tall and severe. She was very strict and was a great believer in "children should be
seen and not heard." She did, however, have two redeeming features: she owned a tortoise named Fred,
who was about fifty years old, and at the bottom of her garden was a bomb shelter, that she, my dad, and
my aunt had used during the Blitz of the Second World War. It was the most exciting place I had ever
seen, the ultimate "camp." Time marches on and with it the loss of my grandparents and parents grows
dimmer. On the day my parents' house was sold, I stood under that tree trying to rekindle the vibrancy
and glee that had existed there twenty-five years ago. It was gone! The tree is now a place for serenity

and quiet contemplation.

I

don't think noise

is

allowed.

Jessica Harrison

Winter Springs
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Sadness of Science
Click!

Light
It's

that

What

easy

has science done?

Provided us with a way of
hfe

From

the earth

The mind

And

the sun

Polluted skies

Murky waters
Dead and dying friends
The sadness of our science
Is

the death that brings the

end

Focus

Sarah Anthony

Derek Hubbard

Men

Wise

Blood-filled boot on the dusty road,

blackened scraps of metal and

bits

of bodies sprinkled on the earth,
ten-year-old amputee lies tiny
in the

white hospital bed.

Trucks, cars loaded with explosives
target the U.N.,

attack the

Red

Cross.

Craters and broken bricks
replace hospitals,

museums, and

homes.

Barbed wire divides neighbors.

Homo

sapiens - wise

make smart bombs,
to kill other

Metallurgical

Sarah Anthony

land mines

wise men.

Stone on stone, history
life

by

falls;

life civilization falters

in the face

of greed or creed.

Carhx Moran-Penuel
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Scarred for Life
Paul Collard

was

boy of eleven years old growing up in a small gold rush ghost town called Pinos Altos,
New Mexico, and one thousand feet higher in elevation, approximately 7,365 feet above sea level. Silver City was the only town within sixty-five miles that had a
hospital and schools nearby. From my house I would walk to the bus stop up a steep dirt driveway
about three hundred yards long connected to a dirt road. If I turned left, it went deep into the
wilderness; if I turned right, it led to the paved road about three-quarters of a mile away. The only
paved road in Pinos Altos was Main Street. Main Street led to the state highway about a mile away,
and that led to Silver City, seven miles of winding two-lane road down the mountain.
Our water was supplied by the use of a windmill and a storage tank. The storage tank in its
early years could have held three thousand gallons of water. The water above that level would leak
out of the tank and run downhill through the apple orchard and onto a normally dry creek bed.
A storm started on New Year's evening. The clouds moved in, and the wind started to blow
around six o'clock. My father went to the windmill to put on the brake. He said, "Wind's too high.
If I don't put on that brake, it'll damage the windmill." He used the hand crank to apply the brake,
and the tail folded until it was parallel to the fan blades. This allowed only the tail, not the fan
blades, to move with the direction of the wind. We secured anything that could blow around;
sometimes the winds in the mountains can get extreme.
The snow started falling around eight o'clock that night, and the news report on the one
television channel we received said we were under blizzard conditions. The storm was bad that
night, and we lost power, which was not unusual. We heated with wood and cooked with gas from
a big propane tank, so the power outage was not a problem. The wind was howling when we heard
the cable break on the windmill. The brake cable had snapped, and now the tail had opened up so
the blades could turn. The blades started spinning so fast that they howled louder than the wind
through the trees. A few minutes later we heard a loud bang, but we stayed hunkered down.
By morning the wind was gone, but the temperature was near zero, and it was still snowing.
We went out to survey the damage if we could find it through the ten inches of snow already on
the ground. We could see the windmill had not fared too well; it would have to be replaced. The
cold had also broken the water pipe from the water tank. We used all the containers in the house to
melt snow into until the weather broke and it quit snowing. The weather finally broke after dumping eighteen inches of snow. After two days, the snow removal equipment cleared the road on the
state highway to Pinos Altos, so now we were able to get to Silver City in the four-wheel drive truck
for supplies. The most important supplies needed were five-gallon jerry cans filled with water. We
were now cooking and cleaning with water transported from Silver City to home.
We had gotten into a pattern for the use of water. Eleven days had gone by. My father said the
well would be fixed on Friday. He got paid on the fifteenth, and he was going to have an electrical
pump and a new holding tank installed. After dinner that evening, I was in my routine of putting a
pot of water on the stove to heat for washing dishes. My father had a friend over watching Monday
night football, which distracted me enough that I forgot about the pot of water.
When I remembered, I jumped up. Knowing the water was going to be hot, I grabbed potholders,
went to the stove, and turned off the gas. The plastic handles on each side were screwed into the
aluminum pot by one screw each. I lifted the pot, then started to back up to turn for the sink.
Suddenly the pot pivoted on the handles, dumping water onto my front. More boiling water dumped
as I threw the pot away from me in a panic. Screaming, ripping my shirt off, I ran into the living
room and started trying to get my pants off. I lay down on the floor, and someone finished pulling
I

a

seven miles north of Silver City,

—
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watched the steam rising off my body and watched bhsters form almost
immediately. All I could do was cry and scream.
She started rubbing the butter on the
I can still see my mother with her hands full of butter.
burns and blowing on them, trying to cool my skin. My father got a sheet, put it around me, and
carried me to the truck for the ride to the hospital. On the way, I went into shock to the point that I

my

pants

off.

I

do not remember anything that happened for five days.
I woke up confused. Right in front of my face was what looked like a white sheet wall; I soon
realized it was some sort of cage to keep the linens from touching my skin. The pain almost
instantly became as nauseating as the sight of my skin. The nurses and doctors began to administer
pain relief, explaining to me what had been happening while I was unconscious.
The next few weeks were a challenge. Bathing, using the toilet, just getting up and moving
were challenges and setbacks. The setbacks that kept happening were painful. The delicate new
skin would tear whenever I attempted to stand and walk. This happened many times and continued
for about four months.

spent four weeks in the hospital wrapped with gauze over creams until

I had enough of a skin
was like a very old man, bent over and
shuffling my feet to get around. If I tried to stand upright or walk without shuttling my feet, I would
sometimes tear open the burns. Before going home I had to be able to change the dressings and
apply the creams. Finally, I was able to walk far enough that the doctors were confident I could care
for myself while my parents were at work.
I spent four more weeks recovering at home. With the medication I was taking, I would get
out of bed to use the restroom, change the bandages, eat, and take more medicine; otherwise I slept
most of the time for the following two weeks. Then two weeks later, the medication was changed
so that I could stay awake and begin thinking about going back to school.
School I had missed so much! My academic struggles would continue and would be compounded the next year by a sixth grade teacher who was very ill and did not give good instructions.
He passed away the following summer. I struggled in school from that year on.
The first five years after being burned, I had the daily chore of applying skin-softening creams
I

layer that the chance of infection

was

low.

When

I

walked,

I

—

that also helped in the healing

The

and stretching of the scar tissue and soothed the relentless

itching.

some places was red and purple, standing from one-eighth inch tall to nearly
of an inch. The worst of the scars that stood the tallest and itched the worst was the

scar tissue in

three-quarters

deepest shades of red and purple.

It

finally flattened out after about fifteen years.

obvious. Sometimes they itch so badly that

them
until they bleed. I keep looking back and thinking that if medical experts had only known then what
they know now, I might not have had to deal with such severe scars from first, second, and third
degree burns on twenty-five percent of my body. I have dealt with them, though, since January 11,
1972, when I was scarred for life.
Thirty years

later,

the scars are

still

I

scratch

Moving
Confusion gathering
tilings

Everywliere piles

boxes

Books accumulate
slielves

Dust runs
bunnies

Curtains folded

bags

Room

exhales

empty

Me
gone
Jerry Penuel

Mary Leakey Dreams
Deepe
All the

way from Olduvai Gorge
scream from those

a primordial

marching

in

Three souls

I

hear

that

were

ash from disaster.
in

unison trek into the future,

with nothing to mark their path but footprints.

Jerry Penuel
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One Would Think

Words
Words

— written

In poetic

What

line after line

form trying

fills this

to say

heart of

mine

With love now and yesterday.

One would think
And too, after all
One would think

Things

all try to tell

I've

known.

the love you've

That after the hurt, the wondering.

And

forgetfulness, those things.
after all the love
life

One would
Time and memories

—

built

And

helped

me

my love for you
me life to see.

up

"And

Liitz

brings

think

yet

I

know

as long as you're

Grace
Grace

and happiness

parting too-

All these things are part of

That

tears

the heart-warming feeling

Your new

shown.

many

of someone else's smiles

The

in life that fell

And grew from

those

after all those traveled

miles

And

—

Poems and letters
Of sadness and joy

that after all these years

Liitz

that life

won't

around me."

let

me

be

Crystal Lucas

A

Song of Myself

Beauty

is

Skin Deep

the earth

Beautiful, big and black

round and diverse

but others have different

I

am

constantly

am

have an inner

that

the sun

do not hide

my

pride

there's nothing

nor hold feelings inside.

cannot conceive

my head high,
Keep a smile on my face.

I

am

light

a

the air

on

my

Yes,

feet

must for anyone

hold

I

admit that

am

full

the bay

is

and heavy

everything and everything in

that

When
I

am

cry.

me

soul,

whole.

My perception of beauty

lying at the foot of the sea

I

I

My tears cleanse my

to survive

and they make
I

see,

spiritual side

I

I

I

cannot be denied.

bright and sharp
I

what

perceptions of me.

moving every which way

I
I

is

it's
I

skin deep.

look

in the mirror,

love the person looking back at me.

me
Senecca Truzys

Omar Byrd
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Sandra Phillips

Reflections
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—
Southern July
Laurel Street asphalt gives
to grassy field as

and

circle

I

jump

way

the curb

behind Taylor Place.

No

one on the cul-de-sac

if I

escape the steamy street

will

and seek the greenness of the

But even there
Humidity's
clutches at

Diane DeBruine

Neckties

I

muggy hand

me

grass, mulch, soil.

Haze

rises

my

field.

find no respite.

from

seizes

mind

from vegetation,
senses, saps

my

strength.

City asphalt, country pasture, everywhere

Hominy Snow

in

Mama called

Rosalyn Lomax

"hominy snow"
when flakes the size of chunky
hominy grits would splatter
it

summer, the South steams.

our gray sky

Mama could

forecast

a winter white surprise

by color of the sky
by texture of the

air

by gathering of "snow birds"

who

scurried beneath pines

enjoying pre-snow parties
set out

by Mama's hands

and we'd have our

own

party

once thick white blanket

upon the pump house
where Daddy gathered bowls of snow
lay

then sugar and vanilla.

Carnation milk, and

Mama's magic touch

would drizzle over pure white
snow cream
Rosalyn

flakes

Insane

Lomax
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Diane Debruine

My

Grandfather Dave

Now

these

Since you

many
left

We mourned

years have passed

for parts not

known

to kids.

and were sorry for the apples

gave on

you

freely

We

longed for the stories you told about fishing,

visits to

your house.

lazy rocking, in the chairs on the porch.

I

rode

down

thirty years

man and

of an old
I

knew

the street

where you called home about

ago and could find no trace
his sister.

I

recall well

you lived with her but never

Aunt

Ellie

knew why.

The wood-burning cook stove was amazing.
Your garden tractor the most interesting machine.
For these long years we have placed flowers

On

your grave each Christmas. There were others

You knew who followed
then Floyd.

walking

Now

there

this Earth.

I

after you. Larry

is

am

went before you

only one of your boys
not even sure he

All of us die with your then

unnamed

is

your son.

disease.

Jeri-\ Peiiuel

Paradox

Kyle Ingle
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Karen Herron

After Vesalius, Out of the Flesh
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